IE WORKS, LLC

IE Works, LLC. is a member of the eBay VeRO Program. IE Works works diligently to protect its reputation for providing the highest quality goods and services, and to protect its customers from merchandise that is inferior and confusingly similar to genuine IE Works products. IE Works must therefore vigorously defend against distribution of counterfeit merchandise. IE Works also has a responsibility to strictly monitor use of its trademarks, service marks, and copyrights.

IE Works is the owner of many trademarks, service marks and copyrighted materials worldwide in association with car and truck auto parts, business and industrial equipment, heavy equipment parts, and more. IE Works and its licensees have the exclusive right to use its marks and copyrighted works. IE Works trademarks and service marks are protected under U.S. and international trademark laws. Photographic images and accompanying item descriptions appearing on IE Work’s website, eBay and Amazon listings as well as in its catalogs are protected by copyright laws. Anyone who uses IE Works marks, without IE Works’ permission, is liable for trademark infringement. Anyone who copies, distributes or displays IE Works’ copyrighted material, without IE Works’ permission, is liable for copyright infringement. The distribution and/or sale of counterfeit goods are illegal and carry criminal penalties. IE Works will notify eBay of listings containing unauthorized uses of IE Works’ marks and copyrights, or of auction listings reasonably believed to offer counterfeit merchandise for sale.

Innocent intent does not negate liability under U.S. copyright or trademark laws. You have a responsibility to ensure that your actions do not violate someone else's intellectual property rights. Before commencing an eBay auction, you must take affirmative steps to ensure that your auction does not violate the rights of any trademark or copyright owner.

A list of IE Works’ trademarks includes, but is not limited to:

- IE Works
- PENKO
- MONKEY PROOF
- ALL HUNDRED

A list of IE Works’ Copyright material includes, but is not limited to:
The only authorized user of IE Works' trademarks, copyright material (photos and description), and all other marks is as follows:

- eBay username: ie.works.minnesota

The only authorized seller of IE Works' trademarks, copyright material, and all other marks is as follows:

- eBay username: ie.works.minnesota